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Dolphin Dynasty’s
Founder
Tamara Montana
This amazing vision was birthed inside
my heart in the year of 1992.
After swimming with a dolphin
named Princess in Nassau, Bahamas.
This experience spiritually transported me
to a magical place, where differences melted
away inside of a loving, nurturing
and healing environment.
My greatest desire has been to bring this same
experience to others by creating a world
that brings Heaven on Earth… Being in the
presence of dolphins who naturally emit
a high vibrational frequency, reflects the
oneness our soul longs to remember.
Over a twenty-year span, my father,
Bert Brooks highlighted and sent me pictures
from Architectural Digest Magazines that
mirrored this vision. I would pictorially
arrange my vision on posters.

For years dolphin experiences have been known to promote
healing and evoke euphoric states of well being
even if they are virtual.
As a licensed psychotherapist;
Heart Virtue Expert; Author of Emerald Echo,
Beyond this world there is a world I want;
Facilitator and Interior Designer. My passion is
creating beautiful environments from the inside
out (including Dolphin Dynasty Resort) and
facilitating personal development workshops
with my husband Greg Montana.

Imagine…
Entering into a whole new dimension, and create with us a world where
young and old alike connect with a sense of magical oneness… Where
differences melt away inside a loving, nurturing and healing
environment.

A World Within… Full of Treasure…
Waits to be Experienced…

Take a look at our proposed Multimillion Dollar State-of-the-Art,
Dome Shaped Underwater Restaurant
Surrounded by a Pod of Virtual
Interactive Dolphins and
Virtual Mermaids. Peli Peli’s
Sea Life Dining Experience is at the
heart of Dolphin Dynasty!

Peli Peli will be at the heart of Dolphin Dynasty’s Multi-Million Dollar State-OfThe-Art Underwater Restaurant is surrounded by Virtual Pods of Dolphins,
Mermaids, Castles, LED colored fiber optic lights inside coral; Playful
Interactions with virtual Dolphins; Healing environments; Five Star Hotel and
Condominiums; Monumental Celebrations such as Weddings, Engagements,
Graduations etc.; Cirque Du Soleil Shows over Water; Convention Center for
Transformational Workshops/Seminars/Team Building/Peace Talks and
Entertainment Venues; Private Membership Club; Night Club;
Day Spa/Salon; Golf Course; Art Gallery; Unique Clothing by
Venus Design; Jewelry by Tami Liu Barton; Merchandising to include adoptable
plush toy dolphins; Water Park; Scuba Certification
and 3D Amusement experiences that allows Guests to
Virtually Swim with Dolphins.

Peli Peli’s Close Encounters will be a dining venue like none other on the
planet. Here, guests will enjoy fine dining in a plush environment where a
dome shaped gigantic floor to ceiling glass walls provide close views of the
aquatic environment for all patrons. Tiered seating levels and widely separated
tables will increase the viewing potential and create an
atmosphere of intimacy and tranquility.
Peli Peli has already infused a magnetic culture of happiness inspired by Tony
Hsieh’s book “Delivering Happiness!” Diners will have an electric experience of
a life-time dining in the presence of dolphins and other creatures of the sea,
while enjoying five-star cuisine. There will be projected virtual, interactive
pods of dolphins playing with mermaids and discovering
treasure chests full of jewels.
Restaurants typically operate with tight margins and are not always a major
revenue stream for a resort. However, given the unique nature of Peli Peli’s
venue, the Company expects to operate the restaurant at a significant profit.
To accomplish this, we will provide for special seating near the aquarium walls
at a premium price per table and will incorporate such seating into travel
packages and room rates.

Michael Aiki Tran has already cultivated
a Successful Culture of Happiness…
Peli Peli is a place where you’ll experience
the best version of yourself!

Peli Peli in one word, FLAVOR!
Peli Peli means Bird’s-Eye Chili, a spice that was discovered by the Portuguese
in the 15th Century on the plains of Southern Africa. The spice rapidly became
popular when used to prepare sauces and marinades for chicken and seafood
cuisine. Peli Peli's cuisine, known as South African Fusion, features authentic
South African delicacies along with American steak, chicken and seafood
favorites that are prepared in Chef Paul Friedman's South African style. This
style includes marinades, seasonings and spices used in South African cuisine
with Dutch, Portuguese and Asian influences. In addition to this amazing blend
of innovative cuisine,
guests entering Peli Peli will embark
on a journey that will capture their heart, soul and belly and enjoy a
culinary experience that they have never had before.

KAIZEN
is at the core of Peli Peli
which is the practice of
continuous improvement.
Whether you are in the kitchen or
a part of their new locations
Interior Design…

A leading entertainment venue will be Dolphin Dynasty’s Consciousness
Lounge. This example of modern design will serve Peli Peli’s signature
wines and exotic herbal elixirs and translucent surroundings. Our guests
will enjoy losing themselves in water technology fantasy and the allure
of consciousness music. This Lounge is ideal for entertaining your
significant other, family, friends and or clients.

Another leading edge of entertainment will be Dolphin
Dynasty’s Convention Center. Corporations, business
and speakers from
all over the world can plan their team building retreat,
transformation workshops and seminars, peace talks
between nations, etc.
The events center will also contain meeting rooms,
banquet rooms and educational facilities designed to be
capable of hosting events up to 5,000 people. We
anticipate that as a destination resort we will attract
many types of conferences and educational programs
and can generate revenues from hosting guests, leasing
facilities and participating in on-site revenues from
product sales at many of these events.

Dolphin Dynasty’s resort will also include an amphitheater and events
center capable of hosting significant performing arts programs.

The Company plans a five-star hotel as the calling card for a world-class resort.
We expect to construct the hotel on a parcel of at least 100 acres that will also
provide space for the Water Park, resort homes, condominiums and other features.

We estimate that Dolphin Dynasty’s hotel will accommodate at least
one thousand rooms, with a variety of options, including both
underwater suites with aquarium views, elevators and top-level
penthouse suites.

Dolphin Dynasty™
is a World-Class Entertainment
and Wellness Resort…

The Company will operate a day spa, and perhaps an
extended stay spa with the Dolphin Dynasty Resort. This
is one of the many features of an upscale hotel
experience we will offer to guests, visitors and resort
home owners.

We anticipate that the spa
itself will also generate a line of
specialty hair and skin products
that we will provide to guests of
the hotel, sell to visitors, market
online and
eventually bring to retail
distribution channels
throughout the world…

Observe your most significant monumental moments at
Dolphin Dynasty: engagements; weddings; showers;
graduations etc.

Celebrate your Love…

Our destination resort provides the perfect venue for an art gallery
focused on marine aquatic life.
We plan to display fine art in the hotel and in the gallery itself, as well
as offer framed and unframed prints so as to have products for all
income levels. The company will seek to create a business relationship
with prominent wildlife artists and in particular plans to offer the
beautiful paintings of well-known artist “Wyland.”

Las Vegas
The destination

Las Vegas, in Nevada’s Mojave
Desert, is a resort town famed for
its buzzing energy, 24-hour casinos
and endless entertainment
options. Its focal point is the Strip,
just over 4 miles long and lined
with elaborate themed hotels.
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How Dolphin Dynasty’s Dream Began…
By: Tamara Montana

Growing up with asthma, I struggled to breathe. It scared me
to say the childhood prayer, “If I die before I wake, I pray the
Lord my soul to take.” An unforeseen asthma attack could
mean going back to where I came from.
This awareness begged questions from within my curious and
developing mind: Where did I come from? Why am I even
here? Why is it so hard for me to breathe? I felt very much
alone.
Being petite and skinny, I wasn’t first choice when it came to
picking teams for athletic competitions. My inhaler was my
best friend, my connection to this world. I remember wishing
that choosing “teams” meant utilizing different gifts so
everyone wins.
It wasn’t long before I didn’t care if I was connected to this world. I didn’t feel like I
belonged. I went through the motions of existing as my soul fell asleep. If I died before I
woke, so be it. It wasn’t until after my first marriage and divorce at the age of nineteen
that I went away to college and discovered another world. I left behind everything that was
familiar. My heart and mind opened as I studied broadcast journalism, and “dove head
first” into the study of psychology. My big questions persisted: What could possibly be
revealed that would make life worth living? What makes relationships harmonious? Where is
this life of abundance promised in the Bible? I questioned everything, including God.

As I felt my soul awakening from its deep slumber, I could breathe easier
Through a process of deep internal inquiry
and release of stored-up grief, my asthma
nearly vanished. I then began to notice how
magnetically drawn I was to dolphins.
I read every article I could find about them.
Dolphins love to eat, play and love while
living inside cooperative communities.
Wow! If ever a creature on Earth embodied
Heaven, it would have to be the dolphin.
What fascinated me most was the evidence
that dolphins possess miraculous
rescuing traits and emotional
healing power with humans.

There was no end to the stories
of dolphins’ loving impact upon
this planet

After graduating college with a degree in Broadcasting Journalism and Communications,
I went to work for the Orange County News Channel as an account executive selling airtime commercials. Within a year, my sales reached a peak and I won a trip anywhere in
the world I wanted to go. The news station paid for a one round-trip ticket to the place
of my dreams. I was so excited and grateful that I could hardly contain my exuberance!
I leaped for joy over the thought, “I’m going to swim with dolphins.” I had envisioned
being in the water with them for years. Now, my time had come to experience the
reality of being in their presence. Traveling alone was scary, but the ecstatic thoughts of
being with beloved dolphins outweighed any fear. And I was blessed to meet incredible
angels in human form everywhere I journeyed.

Soon, I was on a cruise ship to Nassau, Bahamas to
swim with the dolphins in a secluded lagoon.
A long speed-boat-ride took me and five other
fellow dolphin lovers to our destination. We were
guided across a wooden bridge over the sea.

As three dolphins curiously eyeballed me, I
could feel my heart pounding with
anticipation. There was no guarantee a wild
dolphin would swim with me if they weren’t
in the mood. Dolphins have the unique
ability to read our heart beat with their
sonar, and usually won’t approach if it’s
beating too fast.
I slowed my breathing down and sent them
love from my heart.

One dolphin named Princess,
studied me playfully. There was
a non-verbal language
exchanged between us, just as
there is with humans.

I think Princess knew
I had traveled a long
way just to be with her…

As I slipped into the water, it seemed as if nothing else existed in that moment but
Princess and me. As she slowly swam towards me and the only thing I could see was her
dorsal fin. I started to feel scared, and reminded myself to breathe. Then, the side of
her large muscular body rubbed against my stomach. She was inviting me to play. I
laughed from my belly. It felt like I was being transported to another dimension.

Time and space appeared to be suspended as Princess swirled around me in circles.

She let me rub her belly, and I experienced a joy I had never known before. The healing
properties written about dolphins were true—a feeling of complete well-being ignited every
cell of my body. Princess raised her sweet face out of the water and looked at me for
seconds of what seemed like an eternity. Her telepathic messages rang clear in my heart:
“You are not alone… I’m here.”
The deepest feeling of oneness flooded my heart as if I were a part of something much
bigger than myself.

I thought, “Dear God, to re-create this moment for others
would allow us all to remember Heaven on Earth.”
This was one of the most profound spiritual experiences I’d had, to date.
I had a knowing that if I died before I awoke, love would be there to embrace
me, with the breath of God to sustain me. After this incredible healing event,
nearly twenty years ago, I prayed for God to use me in creating a place where
young and old alike could also be healed of the illusion of separateness and
know they are not alone, but one with all of creation.

I envisioned building a resort for transformational workshops/seminars/team building,
peace talks between nations and entertainment venues and a restaurant named
“Garden of Eden.” It would be a place for people to remember who they really are, and
rediscover their sense of purpose by knowing their Heart Virtue… a home where nature
and mankind collaborate in a forever friendship. Virtual dolphins, mermaids, castles,
fiber optic coral – live fish, turtles, stingrays etc.

To prepare for such an undertaking over a twenty-four year span, I went on to
earn my master’s degree in psychology, worked as a senior social worker for
eleven years while I became a licensed psychotherapist, college professor, and
now I’m a speaker, author, Heart Virtue expert and interior designer.

I completed my first colorfully illustrated book
Emerald Echo, Beyond this world,
there is a world I want... Emerald Echo is the “echo”
inside your heart, inviting you to explore
the mystical underwater garden full of treasure,
waiting to be discovered.

You can view Dolphin Dynasty’s Resort video
By logging into: www.TamaraMontana.com
Tamara Montana (310) 428-0700
Tamara@heartvirtue.com
Greg Montana (310) 428-0400
Greg@heartvirute.com

